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Aims and Hypothesis

u	National Institute for Health and clinical Excellence, 
British National Formulary and local guidance are 
consistent in their recommendation for lithium 
monitoring.

u	Includes: serum lithium levels, urea & electrolytes, 
thyroid function, calcium, body mass index ad 
assessment of side effects and toxicity at each 
clinical contact.

u	This study sought to establish local adherence 
to these recommendations over 6 month period 
corresponding to first wave of the COVID pandemic.

u	Patients should have lithium level checked every 
three months

u	Urea and electrolytes, thyroid function and calcium 
checked every six months.

Aims and Hypothesis contd

u	Anticipated that the pandemic would  impact on 
adherence to lithium monitoring criteria, however 
to what degree unknown.

u	Due to severity of adverse effects and consequences 
of toxicity if left unmonitored, standard remains at 
100% of patients taking lithium should have regular 
monitoring of blood tests.

u	Anticipated that the pandemic would  impact on 
adherence to lithium monitoring criteria, however 
to what degree unknown.

u	Due to severity of adverse effects and consequences 
of toxicity if left unmonitored, standard remains at 
100% of patients taking lithium should have regular 
monitoring of blood tests.

Methods
u	Retrospective analysis of cohort of patients at Community 

Mental Health Team in West Scotland.

u	Performed between 3 August 2020 and 3 February 2021.

u	Patients prescribed lithium identified following review of 
clinic letters and cross references with nursing records.

u	Most recent date on which a lithium level, renal function, 
thyroid function and calcium were recorded.

Results37 - patients prescribed Lithium
u	In preceding 3 months, 64.9% ( n= 24) had a recorded 

lithium level

u	In preceding 6 months:
	 �	83.4% ( n=31) of patients had urea and 

  electrolytes recorded.
	 �	75.7% (n=28) had thyroid function recorded.
	 �	56.8% (n=21) had serum corrected calcium records.

Conclusion & next steps
u	Local practice during this time frame does not reflect national lithium monitoring standards.

u	Variabilities in monitoring of different parameters, suggesting a number of factors have influenced adherence.

u	Next steps include letters to all the GP practices with the results of the first cycle of this audit. 

u	Plan to repeat the audit ( second cycle ) as pandemic restrictions ease this year.

Background

u	Lithium – widely prescribed mood stabiliser.
u	Gold standard of treatment for Bipolar affective disorder 

and beneficial for recurrent depression and self injurious 
behaviour.

u	Auditing lithium monitoring during first wave of pandemic:
 �	Adds learning and improvement in services with primary   

  and secondary care.


